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MORSE MOVES IN FLOW CATEGORIES
DAN JONES, ANDREW LOBB, AND DIRK SCHU¨TZ
Abstract. We pursue the analogy of a framed flow category with the flow
data of a Morse function. In classical Morse theory, Morse functions can
sometimes be locally altered and simplified by the Morse moves. These moves
include the Whitney trick which removes two oppositely framed flowlines be-
tween critical points of adjacent index and handle cancellation which removes
two critical points connected by a single flowline.
A framed flow category is a way of encoding flow data such as that which
may arise from the flowlines of a Morse function or of a Floer functional.
The Cohen-Jones-Segal construction associates a stable homotopy type to a
framed flow category whose cohomology is designed to recover the correspond-
ing Morse or Floer cohomology. We obtain analogues of the Whitney trick
and of handle cancellation for framed flow categories: in this new setting these
are moves that can be performed to simplify a framed flow category without
changing the associated stable homotopy type.
These moves often enable one to compute by hand the stable homotopy
type associated to a framed flow category. We apply this in the setting of the
Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy type (corresponding to Khovanov cohomol-
ogy) and the stable homotopy type of a matched diagram due to the authors
(corresponding to sln Khovanov-Rozansky cohomology).
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1. Introduction
Given a Morse-Smale function f :M → R on a compact Riemannian manifold M ,
it is well-known that there is a handle decomposition of M corresponding to f .
Suppose that this handle decomposition has a handle hi of index i and a handle
hi+1 of index i + 1. If the attaching sphere of hi+1 intersects the belt sphere of
hi in exactly one point then one can obtain a new handle decomposition of M in
which hi and hi+1 are omitted but all other handles remain with suitably adjusted
attaching maps. In the Morse theory picture, intersections of the attaching sphere
with the belt sphere correspond to flowlines between the critical points pi and pi+1
which give rise to hi and hi+1 respectively. If there is just a single such flowline
then the Morse function may be modified in a neighbourhood of that flowline so
that both critical points pi and pi+1 are removed. This process of modifying the
handle decomposition or the Morse function is known as handle cancellation.
Suppose now that the attaching sphere of hi+1 intersects the belt sphere of hi in
more than one point, and in particular in two points x+ and x− which have opposite
sign. These correspond to two flowlines between pi and pi+1 which have opposite
‘framing’. One would like to ‘cancel’ x+ and x− against each other and thus reduce
the total number of intersection points by two. In contrast to handle cancellation,
there are now topological conditions that need to be satisfied before one can be
sure that one can achieve this: in particular we need to be in a situation with a
large enough dimension and a large enough degree of connectedness. The process
by which one can cancel such pairs of intersection points (or such pairs of flowlines)
is known as the Whitney trick. It is the Whitney trick’s failure in general in low
dimensions that leads, for example, to the complexity of simply-connected smooth
4-manifold topology.
In this paper we extend the idea of handle cancellation and the Whitney trick to
framed flow categories. A framed flow category can be thought of as a way of
encoding the flow data that might arise from a Morse function or a Floer func-
tional. Associated to framed flow category C is a stable homotopy type |C | by a
construction due to Cohen-Jones-Segal [CJS95]. The cohomology of |C | is designed
to recover the Morse or Floer cohomology of the input.
Roughly speaking, a flow category C consists of a finite number of Z-graded objects
where one thinks of the objects as being critical points of a Floer functional and the
Z-grading as being an absolute Maslov index. Then the space of morphisms from
an object of index i to an object of index j is a (i − j − 1)-dimensional compact
manifold-with-corners which one thinks of as being a space of flowlines between two
critical points. A framed flow category further refines this notion.
Example 1.1. The cup product structure on cohomology allows one to distinguish
between the spaces X1 = S
2∨S4 and X2 = CP2. In fact, even up to (based) stable
homotopy equivalence, the spaces X1 and X2 are not the same. The cup product
is not a stable operation so it cannot now distinguish them. Rather they can
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Figure 1. Part of a surface with three critical points with respect
to the height function. Taking the Morse-Smale metric to be re-
striction of the Euclidean metric, we see that there is exactly one
flowline between the highest and the middle critical point, while
there are two flowlines of opposite sign between the middle and the
lowest critical point.
be distinguished by the observation that the former has a trivial second Steenrod
square (a stable cohomology operation) while for latter it is non-trivial.
One could ask what is the simplest framed flow category Ci that gives rise to
Xi = |Ci| for i = 1, 2?
In both cases, one needs at least one object in each of the cohomological degrees
2 and 4 to generate the cohomology (we are interested in the reduced cohomology
and we are working up to based (de-)suspension). Let us suppose then that C1 and
C2 each have just two objects which we shall call p
2 and p4.
Since there are no objects of degree 3 it follows that the space of morphisms from
p4 to p2 is a compact boundaryless 1-manifold (the absence of degree 3 objects
should be thought of as a lack of critical points at which flowlines from p4 to p2
can break). Hence the morphism space is a disjoint union of circles in both cases.
How these cases differ will essentially be in the framings of the circles. Different
choices here lead to either X1 or X2. What these choices are is discussed in detail
in Subsection 3.1.
Our main results are the construction of moves analogous to the Whitney trick and
to handle cancellation. These appear as Theorems 2.8 and 2.17. The content of
these theorems is in the construction of a framed flow category CW (respectively
CH) from a framed flow category C whose 0-dimensional morphism spaces suggest
the possibility of performing a Whitney trick (resp. handle cancellation). More
specifically:
Suppose that C is framed flow category with two objects x and y of index dif-
fering by 1, such that the morphism space between them contains two morphisms
of differing sign. Then we construct a framed flow category CW with object set
Ob(CW ) = Ob(C ) and such that the morphism space between x and y has the
same signed count but contains two fewer morphisms. We show that we have
(Whitney trick) |CW | ≃ |C |.
On the other hand, suppose that C is a framed flow category with two objects x
and y of index differing by 1, with exactly one morphism between them. Then we
construct a framed flow category CH with Ob(CH) = Ob(C ) \ {x, y}, such that
(Handle cancellation) |CH | ≃ |C |.
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Remark 1.2. In the proof of the h-cobordism theorem [Mil65] in high dimensions,
three Morse moves are used. The third Morse move corresponds to the operation
of handlesliding. This move also has an analogue in the setting of framed flow
categories, but we intend rather to discuss it in a later paper when we have a new
application for it. For now we note here that using the moves on a framed flow cat-
egory C one can treat them as operations simplifying the CW cochain complex of
|C |. Indeed, the Whitney trick ensures that the absolute count of the 0-dimensional
moduli spaces matches the relevant component of the differential, handle cancella-
tion acts as Gauss elimination, and handle sliding acts as base change. In this way
one could find a framed flow category representative S of any finite free cochain
complex C with H∗(C) = H∗(|C |) (and furthermore in which the 0-dimensional
moduli spaces S are determined by the differential of C) such that |S | ≃ |C |.
Recently, Lipshitz-Sarkar [LS14a] have constructed a framed flow category L Kh(D)
associated to an oriented link diagram D. The associated stable homotopy type
XKh(D) := |L Kh(D)| is invariant under the Reidemeister moves and its bigraded
cohomology (graded cohomologically and with respect to a splitting of XKh(D) as
a wedge sum along a second quantum grading) is exactly Khovanov cohomology
[Kho00]. The authors [JLS15] have associated a framed flow category L n(D) (and
associated stable homotopy type Xn(D) = |L n(D)|) to an oriented link diagram
D (with a choice of decomposition into elementary tangles) and an integer n ≥ 2.
In the case n = 2 we showed that X 2(D) = XKh(D) (up to a choice of bigrading
normalization). For n > 2 and D a matched diagram, the bigraded cohomology of
Xn(D) is sln Khovanov-Rozansky cohomology [KR08].
Computations of these stable homotopy types has been performed so far essen-
tially by computation of cohomology operations (in particular the first and second
Steenrod squares). With the two moves on framed categories corresponding to the
Whitney trick and to handle cancellation, we are able to work by hand at the level
of the framed flow category, reducing the number of objects and the complexity of
the morphism spaces. We use these two moves in examples at the end of the paper,
each time reducing the complexity of a framed flow category until it is essentially
as simple as possible and the associated stable homotopy type can be seen directly
without, for example, direct computation of stable cohomology operations.
1.1. Plan of the paper. We start by giving a brief overview of framed flow cat-
egories in Subsection 2.1. Then in Subsection 2.2 (respectively 2.3) we discuss
how to define the framed flow category CW (resp. CH) arising from performing the
Whitney trick (resp. handle cancellation) on a framed flow category C . We show
that the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction gives spaces for which there is a stable
homotopy equivalence |CW | ≃ |C | (resp. |CH | ≃ |C |).
Then in Section 3 we determine how the Whitney trick and handle cancellation
affect the framings on the 1-dimensional moduli spaces. These framings may give
rise to non-trivial topology in the associated stable homotopy type (exhibited for
example in a non-trivial second Steenrod square). In principle this could be done
for moduli spaces of even higher dimension which may provide a way to detect
unusual stable homotopy types, such as those that are invisible to stable cohomology
operations.
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We apply this in Section 4 to the computation by hand of three stable homotopy
types. In particular, in Subsection 4.2 we consider the framed flow category L 3(P )
where P is the pretzel link P (2,−2,−2). By successive application of the two
moves we reduce the flow category in quantum degree −6 to two objects as in
Example 1.1. The framings on the circle moduli spaces then imply that there is
a CP2 in X 3(P ). In Subsection 4.1, we do something similar to quantum degree
11 of L Kh(T3,4) where T3,4 is the (3, 4) torus knot in the form of the pretzel knot
diagram P (−2, 3, 3). In this case we reduce to three objects and considerations of
framings then shows that there is an RP5/RP2 in XKh(T3,4). Finally in Subsection
4.3 we consider the Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy type of the disjoint union of
two trefoils, and in this case we find an RP2∧RP2 as a wedge summand as predicted
by [LLS15, Thm.1].
2. Morse moves in framed flow categories
2.1. Framed flow categories. To define flow categories, we need a sharpening of
the concept of smooth manifolds with corners. We will give a somewhat shortened
presentation here, for more details see [Ja¨n68], [Lau00], [LS14a], or [JLS15].
Definition 2.1. Let n be a non-negative integer and let d = (d0, . . . , dn) be an
(n+ 1)-tuple of non-negative integers. Define
E
d = Rd0 × [0,∞)× Rd1 × [0,∞)× · · · × [0,∞)× Rdn .
Furthermore, if 0 ≤ a < b ≤ n + 1, we denote Ed[a : b] = E(da,...,db−1) and set
da:b = da + · · ·+ db−1. Also, let
∂iE
d = Rd0 × · · · × Rdi−1 × {0} × Rdi × · · · × Rdn
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
If J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is a non-empty subset, let
∂JE
d =
⋃
j∈J
∂iE
d
and pJ : E
d → [0,∞)|J| be the projection such that pJ |∂JEd is constant.
Definition 2.2. Let n be a non-negative integer and let d = (d0, . . . , dn) be an
(n + 1)-tuple of non-negative integers. A smooth 〈n〉-manifold Mm is a smooth
manifold with corners together with an immersion ı : M # Ed such that
(1) corner points of codimension l inM are sent to corner points of codimension
l in Ed for all 0 ≤ l ≤ n;
(2) if x ∈M has a chart neighborhood [0,∞)l×Rm−l with x corresponding to
0 ∈ [0,∞)l × Rm−l, there is J ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} with |J | = l, ı(x) ∈ ∂JEd and
the embedding is orthogonal to ∂JE
d at x.
For i = 1, . . . , n define
∂iM = ı
−1(∂iE
d).
The immersions can be improved to embeddings by stabilizing d, and immersions
(resp. embeddings) are referred to as neat if they satisfy the conditions of Definition
2.2.
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Definition 2.3. A framed flow category consists of a category C with finitely
many objects Ob = Ob(C ), a function |·| : Ob→ Z, called the grading, an (n+ 1)-
tuple of non-negative integers d = (dk, . . . , dn+k) and a collection ϕ· of immersions
satisfying the following:
(1) k = min{|x| : x ∈ Ob(C )} and n = max{|x| : x ∈ Ob(C )} − k.
(2) Hom(x, x) = {id} for all x ∈ Ob, and for x 6= y ∈ Ob, Hom(x, y) is a
smooth, compact (|x| − |y| − 1)-dimensional 〈|x| − |y| − 1〉-manifold which
we denote byM(x, y), and whose immersions are functions ıx,y : M(x, y)→
Ed[|y| : |x|].
(3) For x, y, z ∈ Ob with |z| − |y| = m, the composition map
◦ : M(z, y)×M(x, z)→M(x, y)
is an embedding into ∂mM(x, y). Furthermore,
◦−1(∂iM(x, y)) =
{
∂iM(z, y)×M(x, z) for i < m
M(z, y)× ∂i−mM(x, z) for i > m
and
ix,y(p ◦ q) = (iz,y(p), 0, ix,z(q)).
(4) For x 6= y ∈ Ob, ◦ induces a diffeomorphism
∂iM(x, y) ∼=
∐
z, |z|=|y|+i
M(z, y)×M(x, z).
(5) The immersions ıx,y for x, y ∈ Ob(C ) extend to immersions
ϕx,y : M(x, y)× [−ε, ε]
d|y|:|x| # E
d[|y| : |x|]
which satisfy
ϕ(x, y)(p ◦ q, t1, . . . , td|y|,|x|) =
(ϕz,y(p, t1, . . . , td|y|:|z|), 0, ϕx,z(q, td|y|:|z|+1, . . . , td|y|:|x|))
for all p ∈M(z, y), q ∈M(x, z) where z ∈ Ob(C ).
The manifold M(x, y) is called the moduli space from x to y, and we also set
M(x, x) = ∅.
A flow category is basically obtained by dropping the immersions. Note that the
ϕx,y are codimension 0 immersions, and we therefore think of them as framings.
Again we can obtain embeddings by stabilization.
In [CJS95] a stable homotopy type |C | is associated to a framed flow category C .
We quickly recall the construction in the form given by [LS14a].
Definition 2.4. Let C be a framed flow category embedded into Ed for some
d = (dk, . . . , dk+n). For an arbitrary object a in Ob(C ) of degree i, recall that for
each object b in Ob(C ) of degree j < i, we have the embedding
ϕa,b :M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]
dj:i → [−R,R]dj × [0, R]× · · · × [0, R]× [−R,R]di−1
where R is chosen to be large enough that all moduli spaces M(a, b) can be em-
bedded in this way. The CW complex |C | consists of one 0-cell (the basepoint) and
one (dk + · · ·+ dn+k−1 − k + i)-cell C(a) for every object a with |a| = i defined as
[0, R]× [−R,R]dk×· · ·× [−R,R]di−1×{0}× [−ε, ε]di×{0}×· · ·×{0}× [−ε, ε]dn+k−1.
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Each cell C(a) is considered a subset of a different copy of [0,∞) × Ed. The em-
bedding ϕ can be used to identify particular subsets
(1) M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a) ⊂ ∂nC(a)
in the following way:
Cb(a) =[0, R]× [−R,R]
dk × · · · × [−R,R]dj−1 × {0} × ϕa,b
(
M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]dj:i
)
×
{0} × [−ε, ε]dm × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1 ⊂ ∂C(a).
It will be useful to introduce notation for this identification by letting
(2) Γa,b : M(a, b)× C(b)→ ∂jC(a)
be the identification M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a). Let
(3) C = dk + · · ·+ dn+k−1 − k.
Then the attaching map for each cell ∂C(a)→ |C |(C+j−1) is defined via the Thom
construction for each embedding into ∂C(a) simultaneously. That is, for each subset
M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a) ⊂ ∂C(a), the attaching map projects to C(b) (which carries
trivialisation information), and sends the rest of the boundary ∂C(a) \
⋃
b Cb(a) to
the basepoint.
The independence of the stable homotopy type of |C | on the various choices is
discussed in [LS14a, §3].
2.2. The Whitney trick in framed flow categories. Let (C , ϕ, ı) be a framed
flow category containing objects x and y with |x| = i and |y| = i− 1, and such that
M(x, y) includes two points, P and M , with opposite framings. We shall define a
new framed flow category, written CW , such that |CW | ≃ |C |.
Definition 2.5. With C as above, we define the object set of CW by Ob(CW ) =
{a¯ : a ∈ Ob(C )}. We now give the moduli spaces of CW .
(1) M(x¯, y¯) =M(x, y) \ {P,M}.
(2) If a ∈ Ob(C ) is such that M(a, x) 6= φ then we have
{P,M} ×M(a, x) ⊂ ∂M(a, y).
Let {P,M}× [0, 1)×M(a, x) be a collar neighbourhood of this subset and
write (P, t, p) ∼ (M, 1/2 − t, p) for 0 < t < 1/2 and all p ∈ M(a, x). Now
we define
M(a¯, y¯) = (M(a, y) \ {P,M} ×M(a, x))/ ∼ .
(3) Similarly, if b ∈ Ob(C ) is such that M(y, b) 6= φ then we have
M(y, b)× {P,M} ⊂ ∂M(x, b).
Let M(y, b)× [0, 1)× {P,M} be a collar neighbourhood of this subset and
write (p, t, P ) ∼ (p, 1/2− t,M) for 0 < t < 1/2 and all p ∈ M(y, b). And
we define
M(x¯, b¯) = (M(x, b) \M(y, b)× {P,M})/ ∼ .
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PSfrag replacements
[0, 1)× [0, 1) \ {(0, 0)} [0, 1)× [0, 1) \ {(0, 0)}
==
([0, 1)× [0, 1) \ {(0, 0)}) ⊔ ([0, 1)× [0, 1) \ {(0, 0)})/ ∼0
Figure 2. We show how to glue together two copies of [0, 1) ×
[0, 1) \ {(0, 0)} by the orientation-reversing gluing equivalence re-
lation ∼0. The dotted line represents the open boundary.
(4) If a, b ∈ Ob(C ) and both M(a, x) 6= φ and M(y, b) 6= φ then we have
M(y, b)× {P,M} ×M(a, x) ⊂ ∂M(a, b).
Let M(y, b)× [0, 1)×{P,M}× [0, 1)×M(a, x) be a neighbourhood of this
subset in M(a, b). Choose this neighbourhood such that M(y, b) × {0} ×
{P,M}× [0, 1)×M(a, x) is a collar neighbourhood of M(y, b)×{P,M}×
M(a, x) inM(y, b)×M(a, y) andM(y, b)×[0, 1)×{P,M}×{0}×M(a, x) is
a collar neighbourhood ofM(y, b)×{P,M}×M(a, x) inM(x, b)×M(a, x).
Now, using the equivalence relation ∼0 given in Figure 2, we define the
equivalence ∼ on M(y, b)× [0, 1)× {P,M} × [0, 1)×M(a, x) by requiring
(p, r, P, s, q) ∼ (p, t, Q, u, q)
for r, s, t, u ∈ [0, 1), all p ∈ M(y, b), and all q ∈M(a, x) if and only if
(r, s) ∼0 (t, u).
Then we define
M(a¯, b¯) = (M(a, b) \M(y, b)× {P,M} ×M(a, x))/ ∼ .
Note that the equivalence relation ∼0 may be chosen to be compatible with
(2) and (3).
(5) In all other cases we define M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b).
Clearly this defines a flow category CW .
Now suppose that C comes with a framed embedding (C , ı, ϕ) into the Euclidean
space Ed. After possibly a stabilization and an isotopy, we may assume that ıx,y
takes P and M to the points (−1, 0, . . . , 0) and (1, 0, . . . , 0) in Rdi respectively.
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Furthermore we may assume that for all a, b ∈ Ob(C ) such that |a| = i and |b| = i−1
we have ı−1a,b(R× {(0, . . . , 0)}) ⊆ {P,Q}.
Also, thinking of the framings of P and M as ordered di-tuples of orthonormal
vectors, we may assume that the framings of P andM differ only in the first vector,
and these vectors are (1, 0, . . . , 0) and (−1, 0, . . . , 0) for P and M respectively.
Now, collar neighbourhoods are embedded transversely to the boundaries of Ed.
So if a ∈ Ob(C ) such that M(a, x) 6= 0 then we may assume that the embedding
ıa,y|{P,M}×[0,1)×M(a,x) of the collar neighbourhood of {P,M} ×M(a, x) described
in Definition 2.5 satisfies
ıa,y|{P,M}×[0,1)×M(a,x)(P, t, p) = ((−1, 0, . . . , 0), t, ıa,x(p))
and ıa,y|{P,M}×[0,1)×M(a,x)(M, t, p) = ((1, 0, . . . , 0), t, ıa,x(p))
for all t ∈ [0, 1) and all p ∈M(a, x) where the image lies in
E
d[i− 1, |a|] = Rdi × [0,∞)× Ed[i, |a|].
Furthermore, we may assume that the framing of this collar neighbourhood is given
by the product framing of {P,M}×M(a, x) (via the identification of normal bundles
using the Euclidean inner product).
Similarly, we may assume for b ∈ Ob(C ) with M(y, b) 6= φ that we have
ıx,b|M(y,b)×[0,1)×{P,M}(p, t, P ) = (ıy,b(p), t, (−1, 0, . . . , 0))
and ıx,b|M(y,b)×[0,1)×{P,M}(p, t, Q) = (ıy,b(p), t, (1, 0, . . . , 0))
for all t ∈ [0, 1) and all p ∈ M(y, b), and that the framing is given by the product
framing of M(y, b)× {P,M}.
Finally if a, b ∈ Ob(C ) and both M(a, x) 6= φ and M(y, b) 6= φ, then we may
assume that the embedding ıa,b, in the neighbourhood ofM(y, b)×{P,M}×M(a, x)
given in Definition 2.5, satisfies
ıa,b|M(y,b)×[0,1)×{P,M}×[0,1)×M(a,x)(p, r, P, s, q) =
(ıy,b(p), r, (−1, 0, . . . , 0), s, ıa,x(q)),
ıa,b|M(y,b)×[0,1)×{P,M}×[0,1)×M(a,x)(p, r,M, s, q) =
(ıy,b(p), r, (1, 0, . . . , 0), s, ıa,x(q))
where the image lies in
E
d[|b|, |a|] = Ed[|b|, i− 1]× [0,∞)× Rdi × [0,∞)× Ed[i, |a|].
And we can assume that the framing on this neighbourhood is given by the product
framing on M(y, b)× {P,M} ×M(a, x).
We have illustrated the embeddings of these collar neighbourhoods in Figure 3,
where we have included only the interesting factors of Ed.
Definition 2.6. We give an embedding ı¯ and framing ϕ¯ of CW in the Euclidean
space Ed.
Firstly, in case (1) of Definition 2.5, the embedding and framing of M(x¯, y¯) is
defined by restriction of ıx,y and of ϕ. In case (5) of Definition 2.5, the embeddings
and framings of CW agree with those of C .
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PSfrag replacements
[0, 1)× [0, 1)
=
[0, 1)× [0, 1) ⊔ [0, 1)× [0, 1)/ ∼0
Figure 3. The three diagrams illustrate the framed embeddings
of collar neighbourhoods of {P,M} ×M(a, x), M(y, b)× {P,M},
and M(y, b) × {P,M} × M(a, x) respectively. In the first two
cases we have projected to the product of the first coordinate of
Rdi = Ed[i − 1, i] and the relevant [0,∞) factor of Ed, and in the
third case we have projected to the product of the first coordinate
of Rdi and the two relevant [0,∞) factors. In the omitted factors
the embeddings are given by the maps ıa,x, ıy,b, and (ıy,b, ıa,x).
The arrows give the vector that corresponds to the first coordinate
of the framing of {P,M}. All subsequent vectors in the framing of
P agree with those of Q.
In cases (2), (3), and (4) of Definition 2.5, we define the framing and embedding
of CW to differ only from those of C in a small neighbourhood of the gluing re-
gions given in those cases. How the framings and embeddings differ is described in
Figure 4.
It remains to conclude that the stable homotopy type associated to (CW , ı¯, ϕ¯) agrees
with that associated to (C , ı, ϕ). In fact, we can say a little more.
Proposition 2.7. We write |C | and |CW | respectively for the CW-complexes (and
not just the stable homotopy type of those complexes) determined by applying the
construction due to Cohen-Jones-Segal to the framed flow categories (C , ı, ϕ) and
(CW , ı¯, ϕ¯). Then we write fa and fa¯ respectively for the attaching maps of the cells
C(a) and C(a¯) for all a ∈ Ob(C ).
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PSfrag replacements
[0, 1)× [0, 1)
=
[0, 1)× [0, 1) ⊔ [0, 1)× [0, 1)/ ∼0
Figure 4. The three diagrams illustrate the framed embeddings
of open subsets of M(a¯, y¯), M(x¯, b¯), and M(a¯, b¯) containing the
subsets in which moduli spaces of C have been glued together. The
coordinates projected to agree with those of Figure 3. In the coor-
dinates that have not been shown, and outside the regions shown,
the embeddings and the framings are inherited from (C , ı, ϕ).
For each t ∈ [0, 1] there exist maps
Fa,t : {t} × ∂C(a)→ Y
|a|−1
t
where Y it is defined inductively for increasing i by
Y it = Y
i−1
t ∪Fa,t {t} × C(a)
where the union is taken over all cells C(a) of dimension i and Y 0t = {pt}.
These Fa,t are such that the maps
Fa : [0, 1]× ∂C(a)→ Y
|a|−1 : (t, x) 7→ Fa,t(x)
are continuous where Y i is defined inductively for increasing i by
Y i = Y i−1 ∪Fa [0, 1]× C(a)
and Y 0 = {pt}.
Furthermore, identifying C(a) with {0} × C(a) and C(a¯) with {1} × C(a) we have
that Fa,0 = fa and Fa,1 = fa¯.
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PSfrag replacements
[0, 1)× [0, 1)
=
[0, 1)× [0, 1) ⊔ [0, 1)× [0, 1)/ ∼0
Figure 5. We show the sequence of attaching maps Fa,t from
Proposition 2.7 as for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2.
It is then easy to see that |C | = ∪iY
i
0 and |CW | = ∪iY
i
1 are both subsets of ∪iY
i,
and that this larger space deformation retracts onto both |C | and onto |CW |. Hence
the following is immediate.
Theorem 2.8. The spaces |C | and |CW | from Proposition 2.7 are homotopy equiv-
alent. 
Proof of Proposition 2.7. We wish to see that we can continuously deform the at-
taching maps of the complex |C | to arrive at the attaching maps of the complex
|CW |.
The attaching maps of the cells of |C | are determined by the framed embedding
(C , ı, ϕ). Ideally we would like a smooth deformation through framed embeddings
to arrive at the framed embedding (C , ı¯, ϕ¯), but since C 6= CW this cannot be
achieved. Instead we pass from (C , ı, ϕ) to (CW , ı¯, ϕ¯) through the deformations in
Figure 5.
We have illustrated in Figure 5 the attaching map fa,t|f−1a,t (C(y))
thought of as a
map to C(y) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2 (the reader should be able to fill in the pictures for
1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1 herself) where M(a, x) 6= φ. The attaching maps are constructed in
the usual way: via a framing and then applying the Thom construction, with the
exception illustrated in the third and fourth diagrams of Figure 5. In all diagrams
the thick arrows represent (a vector in) the framing, and in fact are the fibres that
are going to wrap once over the first coordinate of [−ǫ, ǫ]di thought of as a factor of
C(y). In the third and fourth diagram there is one thick arrow with a single head
and a double tail, while all other arrows are homeomorphic to the interval [−ǫ, ǫ].
These singular fibres again map to the first coordinate of [−ǫ, ǫ]di, with the maps
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determined by continuity of fa,t. In the factors not illustrated the framings and
embeddings of course do not change with t.
The attaching maps fx,t|f−1x,t (C(y))
thought of as maps to C(y) are obtained from
Figure 5 by just looking at the horizontal boundaries of the diagram. The attach-
ing maps fx,t|f−1a,t (C(b))
for those b with M(y, b) 6= φ are obtained by rotating the
diagrams by π/2. The attaching maps fa,t|f−1a,t (C(b))
for a, b with M(a, x) 6= φ and
M(y, b) 6= φ are swept out by rotating the diagrams in 5 by π/2. Finally, for all
other a, b the maps fa,t|f−1a,t (C(b))
do not vary with t. 
2.3. Handle cancellation in framed flow categories. Throughout this subsec-
tion, let C denote a framed flow category (C , ı, ϕ) with two of its objects having a
one-point moduli space between them,M(x, y) = ∗. Let |x| = i and |y| = i−1. We
shall show that the space arising from the handle-cancelled framed flow category
CH is stably homotopy equivalent to the space arising from the original framed flow
category C . This appears as Theorem 2.17 but before we can state it we need to
define, embed, and frame CH . We denote the CW complex associated to a framed
flow category S by the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction (as opposed to its stable
homotopy class) by |S | and we term this the realisation of S .
Definition 2.9. Denote by CH the flow category whose object set is given by
Ob(CH) = {a¯ : a ∈ (Ob(C ) \ {x, y})}
and whose moduli spaces are given by
M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b) ∪f
(
M(x, b)×M(a, y)
)
where f identifies the subsets
M(x, b)×M(a, x) ∪M(y, b)×M(a, y) ⊂M(a, b)
and
M(x, b)× (M(x, y)×M(a, x)) ∪ (M(y, b)×M(x, y))×M(a, y)
⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y).
We call CH the cancelled category (relative to x and y) of C .
It follows from the existence of collar neighbourhoods for 〈n〉-manifolds, see [Lau00,
Lemma 2.1.6], that M(a¯, b¯) is a (|a| − |b| − 1)-dimensional 〈|a| − |b| − 1〉-manifold,
and that CH is a flow category, with object grading inherited from C .
For the framed flow category C , we must provide framed neat embeddings of CH ,
so that we can form |CH |. Recall that C(x) is a (C + i)-cell (for some C >> 0) and
a single copy of C(y) ∼=M(x, y)× C(y) is identified with a subset on the boundary
of C(x) (in fact on the (i− 1)-face) via
Cy(x) =[0, R]× [−R,R]
dB × · · · × [−R,R]di−2 × {0}×
ıx,y
(
M(x, y)× [−ε, ε]di−1
)
× {0} × [−ε, ε]di × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1
⊂ ∂i−1C(x).
Note that we can assume ıx,y embeds the point M(x, y) = {∗} as ıx,y(∗) = 0 in
Rdi−1 . The framing of that point gives a homeomorphism between Cy(x) and the
(C + i− 1)-cell C(y).
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Choose a homeomorphism f : ∂C(x) \ int(Cy(x)) → Cy(x) which is the identity on
∂Cy(x) and is smooth on all boundaries of C(x) of codimension ≥ 1.
Let
Af = (∂C(x) \ int(Cy(x))) × [0, 1] ⊔ Cy(x)/ ∼
(where ∼ is defined by (p, s) ∼ (p, t) for all p ∈ ∂Cy(x) and s, t ∈ [0, 1] and (q, 1) ∼
f(q) for all q ∈ ∂C(x) \ int(Cy(x))) be a quotient of the mapping cylinder of f .
Note that the boundary of Af is naturally identified with ∂C(x) and choose a
identification, smooth on the interior, Af = C(x) respecting this on the boundary.
Definition 2.10. For t ∈ [0, 1], define the map Ψt : ∂C(x) \ int(Cy(x)) → C(x) by
composing the inclusion (∂C(x)\int(Cy(x)))×{t} ⊂ ∂C(x)\int(Cy(x))×[0, 1]⊔Cy(x)
with the quotient ∼.
Recall from Definition 2.9 that M(a¯, b¯) is formed by gluing the two spaces M(a, b)
and M(x, b) ×M(a, y) along their common boundaries. Thus, in order to embed
M(a¯, b¯), we shall define an embedding for each of these spaces separately, and
emphasise how the gluing works. The former of the two is embedded with its original
embedding from (C , ı, ϕ), while a framed embedding Γx,b×a,y of the product moduli
spaces M(x, b) ×M(a, y) is described in Lemma 2.11 along with a description of
the gluing.
A framed embedding Γa¯,b¯ of the moduli spacesM(a¯, b¯) is then described in Lemma
2.13. Finally, some alteration is needed to ensure that these embeddings are neat
embeddings, and this is described in Lemma 2.15.
In the remainder of this section let a, b ∈ ObC \ {x, y} with |a| = m > n = |b|. We
shall write
Γa,b :M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a) →֒ ∂C(a)
for the inclusions.
Lemma 2.11. There is an embedding
Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂C(a).
Moreover, this embedding can be defined to agree with Γa,b on the boundary subset(
M(y, b)×M(x, y)
)
×M(a, y) ∪M(x, b)×
(
M(x, y)×M(a, x)
)
.
Proof. Consider each M(x, b) embedded into Euclidean space as
ıx,b :M(x, b)× [−ε, ε]
dn+···+di−1 →
[−R,R]dn × [0, R]× · · · × [0, R]× [−R,R]di−1.
Varying t in [0, 1] provides an interval of framed embedded subspaces Ψt|Cb(x)(Cb(x))
inside C(x), and in particular we now consider the framed embedded subspace
Ψ1|Cb(x)(Cb(x)) inside Cy(x) (see Figure 8). This provides an embedding ofM(x, b)×
C(b) into
[0, R]× [−R,R]dB × · · · × [−R,R]di−2 × {0} × ıx,y
(
M(x, y)× [−ε, ε]di−1
)
× {0} × [−ε, ε]di × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1 = Cy(x).
given by
Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b :M(x, b)× C(b)→ Cy(x).
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Now, abusing notation slightly, let Γ−1x,y : Cy(x) → M(x, y) × C(y) be the obvious
homeomorphism, so that
Γ−1x,y ◦Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b :M(x, b)× C(b)→ C(y)
provides an embedding ofM(x, b)×C(b) into a one-point product of C(y). Next, to
embed the product moduli spaceM(x, b)×M(a, y)×C(b), consider the identification
Γa,y :M(a, y)× C(y)→ Cy(a) ⊂ ∂i−1C(a)
with M(x, b) × C(b) embedded into the C(y) component via Γ−1x,y ◦ Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b.
Then define the embedding
(4) Γ
′
x,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂C(a)
by Γ
′
x,b×a,y(p, q, δ) = Γa,y
(
q,Γ−1x,y ◦Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b(p, δ)
)
(see Figure 9).
Notice that the embeddings Γ
′
x,b×a,y and Γa,b agree on
(
M(y, b) × M(x, y)
)
×
M(a, y) since Ψ1 is the identity there, but onM(x, b)×
(
M(x, y)×M(a, x)
)
they
disagree. We shall next fix this by adding a collar
M(x, b)×M(a, x)× [0, 1]× C(b)
which we glue ontoM(x, b)×M(a, y)×C(b) alongM(x, b)×M(a, x)×{1}×C(b)
in the obvious way. Note of course that this results in the same space and we shall
abuse notation by referring to the space with the collar also asM(x, b)×M(a, y)×
C(b).
Consider the embedding
(5) Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂C(a)
that is defined as Γ
′
x,b×a,y away from the collar, and defined as Γx,b×a,y(p, q, t, δ) =
Γa,x
(
q,Ψt|Cb(x)(Γx,b(p, δ))
)
on points (p, q, t, δ) within the collar. Varying t from
0 to 1 has the effect of tracing from the embedding Γa,b (when t = 0) to the
embedding Γ
′
x,b×a,y (when t = 1). We need to check that the map on the collar
M(x, b)×M(a, x)× [0, 1] does not affect the intersection with the collar neighbour-
hood M(y, b)×M(a, y)× [0, 1], which is M(y, b)×M(a, x)× [0, 1]2. In fact, since
Γx,b sends the boundary subsetM(y, b)×M(x, y)×C(b) to Cb(x)∩Cy(x) ⊂ ∂Cy(x),
Ψt has no effect on this particular collar. Hence, Γx,b×a,y provides an embedding
satisfying the required properties. 
Since the embeddings defined in the proof of Lemma 2.11 may seem a little abstract,
let us consider an example.
Example 2.12. Let CEx be a framed flow category with Ob(CEx) = {a, x, c, y, b}
such that |a| = 2, |x| = |c| = 1, and |y| = |b| = 0. Here is an illustration of CEx
a
x
y
c
b
p1 p2
q2q1
∗ q3
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in which the 0-dimensional moduli spaces are all single points that are labelled in
blue. The 1-dimensional moduli spaces need to be given as well, and these can be
drawn as
M(a, b) =
q1 · p1 q3 · p2
M(a, y) =
∗ · p1 q1 · p2
Now assume that ı is a neat embedding of CEx relative d = (d0, d1) = (1, 1). The
cells needed to construct the CW complex |CEx| are:
C(a) = [0, R]× [−R,R]× [0, R]× [−R,R]
C(x) = [0, R]× [−R,R]× {0} × [−ε, ε] = C(c)
C(y) = {0} × [−ε, ε]× {0} × [−ε, ε] = C(b).
Each of these cells can be considered as a subset of E = R+×R×R+×R. Moreover,
∂E =
(
{0} × R× R+ × R
)⋃(
R+ × R× {0} × R
)
is a 3-dimensional 〈2〉-manifold, which can be illustrated by flattening out the
corner-plane {0}×R×{0}×R to give a homeomorphism ∂E ∼= R3 (c.f. [LS14a, Fig-
ure 3.3]). Under this homeomorphism, the boundary ∂C(a) has subsets identified
with certain moduli spaces that are depicted in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Example: CEx. Identifications of cells in ∂C(a).
In blue is the embedding Γa,b and in green the embedding Γ
′
a,y of M(a, b) × C(b)
and M(a, y)× C(y), respectively. The rightmost (white) cube is Cc(a) ∼= C(c) and
the leftmost (white) cube is Cx(a) ∼= C(x). The cell C(x) has parts of its boundary
identified with both Cy(x) and Cb(x), and can be depicted on its own as in Figure
7.
The cell C(y) is green and the cell C(b) is blue. Further, the deformation Ψt on C(x)
(which is piecewise smooth on faces) sends ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) through C(x) to Cy(x).
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Figure 7. Example: CEx. The cell C(x).
This results in an embedding Γ−1x,y ◦ Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b of M(x, b) × C(b) in the cell
Cy(x) ∼= C(y). This embedding is highlighted in blue in Figure 8, where the images
of each face are outlined.
Figure 8. Example: CEx. The result of collapsing C(x) using Ψ1.
Now recall that the embedding Γ′x,b×a,y is defined in Equation 4 as the embedding
Γa,y of M(a, y)× C(y) with Cb(x) embedded into C(y) as above. This embedding,
together with the embedding Γa,b is depicted in Figure 9.
The cells Cx(a) and Cy(a) are indicated by dashed lines since they correspond to the
objects that are being cancelled. The embedding Γa,b is highlighted blue as before,
and the embedding Γ′x,b×a,y is highlighted purple. Notice that the two framed
intervals do not agree on their boundaries corresponding to
M(x, b)×M(a, x) and M(x, b)×
(
M(x, y)×M(a, x)
)
.
This is the purpose of the alteration of Γ˜x,b×a,y in the proof of Lemma 2.11. The
embedding Γx,b×a,y is defined in Equation 5 by altering the embedding Γ
′
x,y×a,y
in a collar neighbourhood of M(x, b) ×M(a, y) × C(b). The alteration uses the
deformation Ψt and takes place inside Cx(a); it is highlighted red in Figure 10.
In this figure, the embedding Γx,b×a,y of M(x, b) ×M(a, y) × C(b) is depicted as
the concatenation of both the red and purple framed embedded intervals.
Lemma 2.13. There is an embedding Γa¯,b¯ :M(a¯, b¯)× C(b)→ ∂C(a).
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Figure 9. Example: CEx. The embedding Γa,b (in blue) and
Γ′x,b×a,y (in purple).
Figure 10. Example: CEx. The embeddings Γa,b and Γx,b×a,y.
Proof. Since M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b)∪f M(x, b)×M(a, y) (Definition 2.9), we may use
Γa,b and Γx,b×a,y to embed M(a¯, b¯) into ∂C(a). The fact that these embeddings
agree on the gluing f given in Definition 2.9 was shown in Lemma 2.11. 
Example 2.14. Consider again the framed flow category CEx from Example 2.12.
The embeddings Γa,b and Γx,b×a,y are depicted in Figure 10. The embedding
Γx,b×a,y agrees with Γa,b on
(M(x, b)×M(a, x))× C(b) ⊂ ∂(M(a, b)× C(b)).
Let
Π[b : a] : C(a)→ Ed[b : a]
denote the projection map, and let
Ξ[b : a] : [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1 → C(b)
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be the inclusion which takes value 0 on all omitted coordinates of C(b). Observe
that we can recover the embeddings
ıa,b :M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]
dn+···+dm−1 → Ed[b : a]
as the composition
ıa,b = Π[b : a] ◦ Γa,b ◦ (idM(a,b) × Ξ[b : a]).
One might hope to be able to define embeddings of the moduli spaces M(a¯, b¯) in
a similar way. However, these embeddings would not obviously be neat embeddings
since boundary points of bothM(a, b) andM(x, b)×M(a, y) that become interior
points of M(a¯, b¯) would need to be identified with part of the interior of ∂nC(a).
This is the case in Examples 2.12 and 2.14, where the embedding Γa¯,b¯ protrudes
into the 1-face of C(a) (the red framed interval in Figure 10). Instead, we alter
these embeddings slightly as outlined in the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.15. For each a¯, b¯ in Ob(CH), there are framed neat embeddings
ı¯a¯,b¯ :M(a¯, b¯)× [−ε, ε]
dn+···+dm−1 → Ed[b : a]
Proof. We shall give a homotopy of homeomorphisms ht : ∂C(a) → ∂C(a) for
0 ≤ t ≤ 1, which are smooth away from the corners of C(a). The purpose of this
homotopy is to move from h0 = idC(a) to the map h1 which redefines the cornered
structure of C(a) in a useful way. In particular, if one pulls back the face structure
of ∂C(a) through ht one will obtain a cornered manifold C(a)t isomorphic to C(a) =
C(a)0. The homotopy ht will be chosen so that the embedding h1 ◦ (Γa,b∪Γx,b×a,y)
will be neat.
We shall define the embedding ı¯a¯,b¯ as the embedding
Π[b : a] ◦ h1 ◦ (Γa,b ∪ Γx,b×a,y) ◦ ((idM(a,b) ∪ idM(x,b)×M(a,y))× Ξ[a : b]).
Let us begin by defining the face structure of ∂C(a)1. It will be enough, for each
point of ∂C(a)1 to know whether or not it lies in the closure of the k-face for each
k < m.
If p ∈ im(Γa,x) (respectively p ∈ im(Γa,y)) then, since Γa,x (resp. Γa,y) is injective,
we have that Γ−1a,x(p) is a well-defined point of M(a, x) × C(x) (resp. Γ
−1
a,y(p) is a
well-defined point of M(a, y)× C(y)). Projecting to the second coordinate gives a
point p˜ ∈ C(x) (resp. p˜ ∈ C(y)).
If there is a point q in the k-face ∂kC(x) such that Ψt(q) = p˜ for some 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
(resp. such that Ψ1(q) = p˜) then we have that p is in the k-face of C(a)1. For all
other p ∈ im(Γa,x) we have that p is in the k-face of C(a)1 iff it is in the k-face of
C(a)0.
That the embedding Γa,b ∪ Γx,b×a,y is neat with respect to the face structure of
C(a)1 is clear from the definition of Γa,b ∪ Γx,b×a,y.
Finally we wish to see that we can realize the face structure of C(a)1 as the pullback
of the face structure of C(a)0 = C(a) through h1 for some homotopy hs. We shall
give the corresponding face structures C(a)s, from which it will be clear that such
an hs exists.
Let f : ∂C(x)→ [0, 1] be an injective height function smooth where it makes sense
on the boundaries of C(x), such that f−1(1) is a point, f−1(0) = Cy(x), f−1(s) is
homeomorphic to ∂Cy(x) for 0 < s < 1, and the intersection of f
−1[0, s] with any
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face of C(x) is homeomorphic to a disc. Now we use the same notation as used
above when we were giving the face structure of C(a)1. If there is a point q in the
k-face ∂kC(x) with f(q) ≤ s such that Ψt(q) = p˜ for some 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 (resp. such that
Ψ1(q) = p˜) then we have that p is in the k-face of C(a)s. For all other p ∈ im(Γa,x)
we have that p is in the k-face of C(a)s iff it is in the k-face of C(a)0. 
Example 2.16. Consider the recurring example of the framed flow category CEx.
The embedding Γa¯,b¯, as seen in Figure 10, embedsM(a¯, b¯)×C(b) in ∂C(a). However,
the embedding protrudes into the 1-face of ∂C(a). Redefining the face structure of
C(a) as in Lemma 2.15 will push this interval into the 0-face only, and the result is
illustrated in Figure 11.
Figure 11. Example: CEx. The result of redefining the face struc-
ture of C(a).
So, if (C , ı, ϕ) is a framed flow category containing two objects x and y with
M(x, y) = ∗, then there is a framed flow category (CH , ı¯, ϕ¯) whose objects and
moduli spaces are given in Definition 2.9. We are now in a position to state and
prove the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 2.17. Let (C , ı, ϕ) be a framed flow category containing two objects x
and y with M(x, y) = ∗. The realisation |C | is stably homotopy equivalent to the
realisation |CH | of the cancelled category.
Proof. The realisation |CH | is built up inductively from cells C(a¯) for objects a¯ of CH
with increasing indices as prescribed by the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction. The
way in which these cells are attached corresponds to the framed neat embeddings
ı¯a¯,b¯ defined in Lemma 2.15.
Firstly observe that the pair of skeleta |C |(i−2) and |CH |(i−2) are identical. Further
attaching all cells C(a¯) for objects a¯ with index equal to i− 1, we have
|C |(i−1) = |CH |
(i−1) ∪ C(y) ←֓ |CH |
(i−1).
For objects a¯ of CH of index m ≥ |x| = i the cells C(a) are attached to |C |(m−1)
inductively via the Thom construction in the usual way, corresponding to the iden-
tifications
Γa,b :M(a, b)× C(b)→ ∂C(a).
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The cells C(a¯) are attached to |CH |(m−1) corresponding to the identifications that
come from the embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯ constructed in this subsection. To show that the
CW complexes produced as a result of these methods are homotopy equivalent,
consider the CW complex X homotopy equivalent to |C |, and that is obtained
from |C | by collapsing the cell C(x) via Ψt.
X = |C |/(Ψs(x) ∼ Ψ1(x), x ∈ (∂C(x) \ int(Cy(x))), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1).
Collapsing C(x) in |C | gives a description ofX as a CW complex with two fewer cells
than |C |, and where the attaching maps of X are given in terms of the attaching
maps for |C | and the map Ψ1.
Indeed, the cell C(a) attaches to X(m−1) by applying the Thom construction to the
embeddings Γa¯,b¯ = Γa,b ∪ Γx,b×a,y defined in Lemma 2.13.
In Lemma 2.15 the neat embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯ of the framed flow category CH are de-
fined via perturbations of the embeddings Γa¯,b¯ inside ∂C(a). Finally, the Isotopy
Extension Theorem ensures that there is a global isotopy in the Euclidean space
Ed[b : a] between the two embeddings which extends the isotopy in ∂C(a). This
gives a homotopy equivalence |C | ≃ X ≃ |CH | of CW complexes. 
3. The framings of 1-dimensional moduli spaces
3.1. Some simple stable homotopy types. In this subsection we consider three
non-trivial stable homotopy types, the last two of which were demonstrated to
be wedge summands of the Lipshitz-Sarkar space XKh(K) for particular knots
K in [LS14b]. These spaces have low-dimensional representatives as based CW
complexes CP2, RP4/RP1, and RP5/RP2. We give framed flow categories which
give rise to each of these spaces. These framed flow categories are the simplest
such possible in the sense that they have the minimal number of objects required
to give the cohomology of the associated spaces, and their 0-dimensional moduli
spaces contain no cancelling pairs.
Let m ≥ 3 and let em, em+1, and em+2 be three cells for which the dimension is
indicated by the superscript, and let b be a basepoint.
The group
[∂em+2, {b} ∪ em] ∼= [Sm+1, Sm] ∼= πm+1(S
m)
is isomorphic to Z/2.
We can give representatives for the two elements of this group in the following way.
Let K = S1 ⊂ Sm+1 be an embedded circle. The normal bundle to the circle
is then a trivial Dm-bundle over S1. There are two ways to frame this normal
bundle up to homotopy equivalence (corresponding to the fact that π1(SO(m)) is a
2-element group). Each framing then determines a map Sm+1 → Sm by the Thom
construction, and exactly one of the framings will induce the non-trivial element of
πm+1(S
m).
In the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction, a framed flow category C consisting of
two objects pi and pi+2 gives rise to the stable homotopy type of a CW complex
consisting of a basepoint b and one cell of each degree m and m + 2 for some
m >> 0. (This CW complex would then undergo (de)suspension so that its reduced
cohomology would be supported in degrees i and i + 2). Given that the reduced
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cohomology of Σi−2CP2 is 2-dimensional, this is the framed flow category with the
smallest number of objects that might give rise to the stable homotopy type of
Σi−2CP2.
The attaching map Sm+1 ∼= ∂em+2 → {b} ∪ em ∼= Sm is given by applying the
Thom construction to a disjoint union of framed embedded circles lying in ∂em+2.
These framed embedded circles are exactly the framed embedded moduli space
M(pi+2, pi).
In terms of the Lipshitz-Sarkar framing conventions, if M(pi+2, pi) consists of r
circle components framed 0 and s circle components framed 1, then the induced
attaching map ∂em+2 → {b} ∪ em is the wedge sum of r homotopically non-trivial
maps and s homotopically trivial maps Sm+1 → Sm.
If the attaching map is non-trivial (equivalently if r is odd), then the resulting stable
homotopy type is that of Σi−2CP2 (see Example 5.6 in [JLS15]). If the attaching
map is trivial (equivalently if r is even) then the resulting stable homotopy type is
of course that of a wedge of Moore spaces Σi−2(S2 ∨ S4).
A similar analysis applies to the cases Σi−2(RP4/RP1) and Σi−3(RP5/RP2) (see
Example 5.5 in [JLS15] for descriptions which are a single Whitney trick away from
the following description). In the case of Σi−2(RP4/RP1) we take a framed flow
category C consisting of three objects pi, pi+1, and pi+2 (which again is the smallest
number of objects that could give rise to the cohomology of Σi−2(RP4/RP1). The
resulting cell complex is built from the basepoint b and three cells em, em+1, em+2.
Since we know the differentials in the cochain complex, we know that the signed
count of the number of points in M(pi+2, pi+1) must be 2 and the signed count
of the number of points in M(pi+1, p) must be 0. By the Whitney trick then
we may assume that the signed count agrees with the absolute count. This forces
M(pi+2, pi) to be a boundaryless framed 1-manifold, in other words a disjoint union
of framed embedded circles lying in ∂em+2. As before, if the number of 0-framed
circles is odd then we obtain Σi−2(RP4/RP1), but if the number of 0-framed circles
is even then we obtain a wedge of Moore spaces Σi(RP2 ∨ S0).
The case of Σi−3(RP5/RP2) arises from a flow category of three objects pi, pi+1,
and pi+2 in which M(pi+2, pi+1) is empty, M(pi+1, pi) consists of two points with
the same framing, and M(pi+2, pi) contains an odd number of 0-framed circles
(when the number of 0-framed circles is even then we obtain a wedge of Moore
spaces Σi−1(S3 ∨ RP2)).
3.2. Framing conventions for 1-dimensional moduli spaces. The formulae
in [LS14b] and [JLS15] require a way to encode the framing information of the
1-dimensional moduli spaces. Particularly for intervals one has to be quite specific,
and here we give a summary of [JLS15, §5].
Recall that the 1-dimensional moduli spaces are framedly embedded into some
Rdi × [0,∞) × Rdi+1 . Circle components stay away from the boundary of this
Euclidean half-space. The framing together with a tangent direction of the circle
represents an element of H1(SO(di + di+1 + 1)), a group which is Z/2 provided
di + di+1 ≥ 2, as we shall assume. We then assign this element as the framing
information of the circle.
Remark 3.1. As the tangential direction is taken into account, we get the following
curious side effect: if a circle is trivially embedded into R3 with trivial framing, the
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resulting element of H1(SO(3)) is non-trivial. This is because the tangent direction
with one normal direction performs one rotation in SO(2) with the second normal
direction being constant. Similarly, if we take a circle as the fibre of the Hopf
fibration with framing coming from the pull-back of a framing at a point, the
resulting element of H1(SO(3)) is trivial.
For interval components J we also obtain an element fr(J) ∈ Z/2 which depends
on a coherent system of paths joining the different framings of endpoints.
We assume that each 0-dimensional moduli space is framed using the standard
framing, that is, the positive framings are framed via (e1, . . . , edi) in R
di (that is,
using the standard basis), and negative framings are framed via (−e1, e2, . . . , edi)
in Rdi .
Interval components of 1-dimensional moduli spaces are therefore framed so that
the boundary, when embedded in Rdi × {0} × Rdi+1 is framed via
(e1, . . . , edi , edi+1, . . . , eei+ei+1), (−e1, e2, . . . , edi, edi+1, . . . , eei+ei+1),
(e1, . . . , edi ,−edi+1, edi+2 . . . , eei+ei+1), (−e1, e2, . . . , edi,−edi+1, edi+2 . . . , eei+ei+1)
which we denote by ++,
+
−,
−
+,
−
−, respectively.
Definition 3.2. A coherent system of paths joining ++,
+
−,
−
+,
−
− is a choice of path
ϕ1ϕ2 in SO(m + 1) from ϕ1 to ϕ2 for each pair of frames ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ {
+
+,
+
−,
−
+,
−
−}
satisfying the following cocycle conditions:
(1) For all ϕ ∈ {++,
+
−,
−
+,
−
−} the loop ϕϕ is null-homotopic;
(2) For all ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 ∈ {
+
+,
+
−,
−
+,
−
−} the path ϕ1ϕ2 ·ϕ2ϕ3 is homotopic to ϕ1, ϕ3
relative to the endpoints.
Coherent systems of paths exist, we will use the one described in [LS14b, Lm.3.1].
To describe it, we will refer to the first coordinate of Rdi as the e1-coordinate, to
the first coordinate of Rdi+1 as the e2 coordinate, and to the coordinate of [0,∞)
as the e¯-coordinate.
For ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ {
+
+,
+
−,
−
+,
−
−} define ϕ1ϕ2 as follows:
(i) ++
+
−,
+
−
+
+,
−
+
−
−,
−
−
−
+: Rotate 180
◦ around the e2-axis, such that the first vector
equals e¯ halfway through.
(ii) ++
−
+,
−
+
+
+: Rotate 180
◦ around the e1-axis, such that the second vector equals
e¯ halfway through.
(iii) +−
−
−,
−
−
+
−: Rotate 180
◦ around the e1-axis, such that the second vector equals
−e¯ halfway through.
(iv) ++
−
−,
−
−
+
+,
+
−
−
+,
−
+
+
−: Rotate 180
◦ around the e¯-axis, such that the second vector
equals −e1 halfway through.
The framing of a 1-dimensional moduli spaceM(z, x) is now encoded in a function
fr : π0(M(z, x))→ Z/2,
already given on circle components, and which is 0 or 1 on interval components
depending as the interval is coherently framed or not.
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Figure 12. Here we show how to compute the framings of the
glued intervals in M(a¯, y¯) in the case that a >1 x. The top left
big cuboid represents a positively framed point p inM(a, x), while
the top right represents a negatively framed point p in M(a, x).
Also shown in top diagrams are the ends of the intervals inM(a, y)
which have endpoints (P, p) and (M,p). The horizontal plane is,
as usual, a corner of Euclidean space. The bottom left and bottom
right diagrams show the framing on part of the new 1-dimensional
moduli space in M(a¯, y¯) created by gluing the two ends together.
3.3. Gluing formulae for the Whitney trick. If C is a framed flow category
containing two objects x, y withM(x, y) = {P,M}where P is framed positively and
M negatively, then we can form the framed flow category CW . We have seen that
|C | and |CW | are stably homotopy equivalent. For the purposes of computation, in
this subsection we determine how the framings of the 1-dimensional moduli spaces
of CW can be determined from those of C .
Proposition 3.3. Let C and CW be as above, and suppose that a ∈ Ob(C ) is such
that a >1 x. Now, M(a¯, y¯) is obtained from M(a, y) by gluing n pairs of endpoints
of intervals of M(a, y) together where n is the number of points in M(a, x). The
framing of the moduli spaces of M(a¯, y¯) can then be calculated by summing the
frames of the contributing moduli spaces of M(a, y), and adding 1 for each point of
M(a, x) at which there is a gluing.
Proof. The situation is illustrated in Figure 12, where we consider a particular point
of M(a, x) (which is either positively or negatively framed) and the gluing that
corresponds to it. We can see (in both the positively and the negative framed case)
that the framing of the gluing region gives a path in SO(3) which is a rotation around
the e2 axis by 180
◦ in which halfway through the first vector is pointing in the −e
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Figure 13. Here we show how to compute the framings of the
glued intervals inM(x¯, b¯) in the case that y >1 b. Each big cuboid
represents either the framed point P or the framed point M in
M(x, y). In the top left diagram we consider a positively framed
point p ∈M(y, b) and we show the ends of the intervals inM(x, b)
which have endpoints (p, P ) and (p,M). The top right is simi-
lar but now p is negatively framed. The bottom left and bottom
right diagrams show the framing on part of the new 1-dimensional
moduli space in M(x¯, b¯) created by gluing the two ends together.
direction. This corresponds to a non-standard frame path by the classification of
Lipshitz-Sarkar, and hence we get a contribution of +1 for each gluing. 
Proposition 3.4. Let C and CW be as above, and suppose that b ∈ Ob(C ) is such
that y >1 b. Now, M(x¯, b¯) is obtained from M(x, b) by gluing n pairs of endpoints
of intervals of M(x, b) together where n is the number of points in M(y, b). The
framing of the moduli spaces of M(x¯, b¯) can then be calculated by summing the
frames of the contributing moduli spaces ofM(x, b), and adding 1 for each positively
framed point of M(y, b) at which there is a gluing.
Proof. In Figure 13 we consider a particular point p of M(y, b) and the gluing
that corresponds to p. We can see that the framing of the gluing region gives a
path in SO(3) which is a rotation around the e1 axis by 180
◦ in which halfway
through the second vector is pointing in the −e direction. This corresponds to a
non-standard frame path when p is positively framed, and a standard frame path
when p is negatively framed. Hence we get a contribution of +1 for each gluing
corresponding to a positively framed point p. 
3.4. Gluing formulae for handle cancellation. If C is a framed flow category
that contains two objects x, y with M(x, y) = {∗}, we can form the framed flow
category CH through handle cancellation. As in the previous subsection, we now
investigate how to determine the framings on the 1-dimensional moduli spaces of
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CH . This turns out to be more involved than in the case of the Whitney trick.
Indeed, the first difficulty that arises is that the new points in 0-dimensional moduli
spaces, namely the ones inM(x, b)×M(a, y) where |a| = |x| = i+1 and |b| = |y| = i,
are not necessarily framed with one of the two standard frames, even if the original
flow category has all 0-dimensional moduli spaces framed using standard frames
only.
To understand the embedding of (B,A) ∈ M(x, b)×M(a, y) we need to analyze the
map Γx,b×a,y. The relevant coordinates of the cells involved are [0, R]×[−R,R]di for
C(x) and C(a), and {0} × [−ε, ε]di for C(b) and C(y). The remaining coordinates
play no role after projection to Rdi . We then have the map Γx,b×a,y : M(x, b) ×
M(a, y)×{0}× [−ε, ε]di → {0}× [−R,R]di which we can identify with the framed
embedding into Rdi . This map is given by the compositions of ıx,b with Ψ1, ı
−1
x,y and
ıa,y. Here Ψ1 can be viewed as inversion of R
di around a small sphere with center
0. Note that this sphere can be thought of as the boundary of the ball around
ıx,y(∗) given by the framing. The points in M(x, b) are embedded away from this
ball, then they are moved into this ball by Ψ1, and then they are embedded near
the points of M(a, y). So the only time that we may get a non-standard framing
is when the map Ψ1 is applied.
However, if we assume that the points ofM(x, b) are embedded into R×{0} ⊂ Rdi ,
then the inversion Ψ1 can be taken only to flip the first coordinate of the framing
of these points. That is, standard frames are send to standard frames with the
opposite sign.
So before we do the cancellation, we will change the embedding by an isotopy so
that all moduli spaces between objects of degree i and i + 1 are embedded into
R × {0} ⊂ Rdi with standard frames. Of course, this does not change the stable
homotopy type of the realization by [LS14a, §3].
Remark 3.5. Different isotopies into R × {0} ⊂ Rdi can lead to different gluing
formulas. We will therefore make a particular choice for the embeddings. In par-
ticular we assume that M(x, y) is sent to 0 and all other points of moduli spaces
M(a, b) with |a| = i+ 1 = |b|+ 1 are embedded into (−∞, 0)× {0}.
If we denote the framing of A ∈ M(a, b) by εA ∈ {0, 1} = Z/2, we can now easily
see that ε(B,A) = 1 + εB + ε∗ + εA, with the first summand coming from Ψ1.
Let a, b ∈ Ob(C ) be two objects with |a| = i+1 and |b| = i−1, so thatM(a, b) is a
1-dimensional moduli space. It is therefore a disjoint union of circles and compact
intervals. Recall that the framing can be described by a function fr : π0(M(a, b))→
Z/2. Provided that |x| = i or i+ 1, the new moduli space is
M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b) ∪M(x, b)×M(a, y)
with the gluing either alongM(x, b)×M(a, x) if |x| = i or alongM(y, b)×M(a, y)
if |x| = i+ 1.
To understand the framed embeddings of these moduli spaces, we need to take a
closer look at C(a). The relevant part is
[0, R]× [−R,R]di−1 × [0, R]× [−R,R]di
with the two relevant boundaries given by ∂i−1C(a) obtained by setting the first
interval [0, R] to 0 and ∂iC(a) where the second interval [0, R] is set to 0. The map
Γa,b : M(a, b)× C(b)→ ∂i−1C(a) can then be viewed as the framed embedding.
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Let us first consider the case |x| = i.
If I ⊂M(a, b) is an interval, its endpoints are given by points (C,D) ∈ M(c, b)×
M(a, c) and (C′, D′) ∈ M(c′, b) ×M(a, c′) for some c, c′ ∈ Ob(C ) with |c| = i =
|c′|. If c 6= x 6= c′, then I remains an interval in M(a¯, b¯) with the same framed
embedding, so the value of fr(I) does not change. The same holds for a circle.
If c or c′ are equal to x, the interval I gets glued to at least one interval coming from
M(a, y). Before we consider this case let us look at intervals in M(x, b)×M(a, y).
Because |x| = i these are of the form {B}×J where B ∈ M(x, b) and J is an interval
in M(a, y). The endpoints of J are given by points (C,D) ∈ M(c, y) ×M(a, c)
and (C′, D′) ∈ M(c′, y)×M(a, c′) for some c, c′ ∈ Ob(C ) with |c| = i = |c′|.
If c 6= x 6= c′, then {B}×J remains an interval inM(a¯, b¯), with endpoints given by
((B,C), D) and ((B,C′), D′). Let us analyze the framing of {B} × J in this case.
The interval {B} × J is embedded by Γx,b×a,y into ∂i−1C(a) and is basically just
parallel to Γa,y(J). The framing in the R
di−1 part is changed by 1+εB+ε∗ because
of Γx,b, Ψ1 and Γ
−1
x,y. But changing the framing on a fixed path by reflecting the
first coordinate will change a standard path to a non-standard path.
We therefore get
(6) fr({B} × J) = fr(J) + 1 + ε∗ + εB.
Now assume that endpoints in the interval J ⊂ M(a, y) are glued along a point
(B,A) ∈ M(x, b) × M(a, x). The picture in Figure 14 shows ∂i−1C(a), where
we only show the first dimension of Rdi−1 and Rdi , and where the back square
is ∂i−1C(a) ∩ ∂iC(a). Protruding to the front is the [0, R] direction. The interval
{B} × J is parallel to J , and is glued to the interval I along the dotted interval.
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Figure 14. Gluing along one point.
The dotted interval is the image of Ψt({B}) within C(x). Because of the convention
that B is embedded into (−∞, 0)×{0} ⊂ Rdi−1 , compare Remark 3.5, this interval
has framing εB.
The framing of the glued interval as an element of Z/2 is therefore the sum of the
framing of I with the framing of {B} × J given by (6) and εB.
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If both endpoints of J are glued, we get two extra intervals whose contribution
cancel each other. Using induction, we can summarize the gluings with |x| = i =
|y|+ 1 as follows.
Proposition 3.6. Let a, b 6= y be objects with |a| = i + 1 = |x| + 1 = |b| + 2 and
K ⊂M(a¯, b¯). If K is a circle, then either
(1) K ⊂M(a, b), in which case fr(K) is the same as before.
(2) K = {B} ×K ′ ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case fr(K) = fr(K ′).
(3) K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂M(a, b) with intervals {B1}×
J1, . . . , {Bk} × Jk ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k(1 + ε∗) +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji) + εBi).
If K is an interval, then either
(4) the endpoints of K are of the form (B,A) ∈ M(c, b)×M(a, c), (B′, A′) ∈
M(c′, b)×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K is the result of gluing intervals
I1, . . . , Ik+1 ⊂M(a, b) with intervals {B1}×J1, . . . , {Bk}×Jk ⊂M(x, b)×
M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k(1 + ε∗) +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji) + εBi) + fr(Ik+1).
(5) the endpoints of K are of the form (B,A) ∈M(c, b)×M(a, c), (Bk, C,D) ∈
M(x, b)×M(c′, y)×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K is the result of gluing
intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals {B1} × J1, . . . , {Bk} × Jk ⊂
M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k(1 + ε∗) + εBk +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji) + εBi).
(6) the endpoints of K are of the form (B1, C,D) ∈M(x, b)×M(c, y)×M(a, c)
and (Bk+1, C
′, D′) ∈M(x, b)×M(c′, y)×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K
is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals {B1} ×
J1, . . . , {Bk+1} × Jk+1 ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = (k + 1)(1 + ε∗) + εB1 + εBk+1+
k+1∑
i=1
(fr(Ji) + εBi) +
k∑
i=1
fr(Ii).
Proof. If K is a circle that was already a circle in either M(a, b) or M(x, b) ×
M(a, y), its framing is determined by an element of the fundamental group, and
the triviality or non-triviality of this element is preserved. If this circle is the result
of gluing various intervals, we need the same number of intervals coming from
M(a, b) and from M(x, b)×M(a, y). Gluing of standard or non-standard paths is
encoded by adding. 
Let us now consider the case |x| = i+ 1 = |y|+ 1. Let J ⊂M(x, b) be an interval
with endpoints (C,D) ∈M(c, b)×M(a, c) and (C′, D′) ∈ M(c′, b)×M(x, c′) with
c, c′ 6= y. For A ∈M(a, y) the interval J×{A} is embedded into Rdi−1×[0,∞)×Rdi
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as follows. Again we can consider C(b) = {0} × [−ε, ε]di−1 × {0} × [ε, ε]di, that is,
this contains the framing information in Γx,b×a,y. Also note that Γ
−1
x,y ◦Ψ1(∂iC(x)−
Cy(x)) ⊂ C(y) is mapped to Rdi−1×{0}×Rdi by Γx,b×a,y and contains the boundary
of J × {A}.
In Figure 15 we see two examples of framings of the interval J , one horizontally
with c = c′ and one vertically with c 6= c′. Note that Cc(x) are Cc′(x) are embedded
below Cy(x) by Remark 3.5. The map Ψ1 now reflects ∂i−1C(x) and ∂iC(x) into
Cy(x) as in Figure 15. We see that the intervals change their vertical orientation,
and frames that pointed positively into [0, R] within ∂i−1C(x) now point negatively
into [0, R] within Cy(x).
Figure 15. The left cube represents ∂i−1C(x) containing intervals
J , with the back face containing ∂i−1Ct(x) for t = y, c, c′. The
right cuboid represents Cy(x) after applying Ψ1. The cells Cc(x)
and Cc′(x) are contained in the interior, and their vertical position
and orientation has changed. The intervals are also contained in
the interior.
This last change of orientation gets reversed though once we glue this cell into
∂i−1C(a). Also, reflecting the vertical direction preserves standard frames, as can
be easily seen from our choice of standard frames. This also means that Γx,y and
Γa,y have no further effect on the framing. We therefore get
(7) fr(J × {A}) = fr(J)
for any A ∈M(a, y).
If one of the endpoints is (C, ∗) ∈M(y, b)×M(x, y), there is a gluing to an interval
I ∈M(a, b) with one endpoint (C,A) ∈M(y, b)×M(a, y). If εD′ 6= ε∗ the situation
is as in Figure 16.
Note that if J in ∂i−1C(x) is framed with the standard framing, then the framing
of the interval on the right, going from ++ to
−
+, fixes the horizontal coordinate,
while in the interval on the left we have to add a twist to get the standard path.
This means that after applying Ψ1, the framing on the right between
+
+ and
+
+ is
standard, while the framing on the left between −+ and
−
+ is non-standard, as there
is a twist.
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Figure 16. Applying Ψ1 if there is one point of gluing, with ε∗ 6= εD′ .
There are two more cases to check, namely when (C, ∗) is framed +− or
−
−. But a
similar argument shows that the change in framing of J × {A} is determined by
ε∗ + εC .
It remains to check the case εD′ = ε∗ which is more difficult to visualize. The
situation is as in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Applying Ψ1 if there is one point of gluing, with ε∗ = εD′ .
We can think of the path starting at (C, ∗) then droppiong sharpely vertically
without changing its framing, and then forming the standard frame between a
change in the first coordinate. During the sharp descent the vertical framing gets
nearly tangential to the path, and if ε∗ = 0 it is pointing towards the point (C, ∗).
After reflecting by Ψ1 the sharp descent then flips the second coordinate by pointing
towards the point (C, ∗). If ε∗ = 1 the second coordinate gets flipped by pointing
away from (C, ∗). Using handmotions we can now see that the change in framing
is also determined by ε∗ + εC . That is, if J gets glued at one endpoint, the change
of frame is given by
fr(J × {A}) = fr(J) + ε∗ + εC .
If we glue both endpoints, then Ψ1(J) has the same framings at the endpoints as
J , but there is a reflection in the [0, R]-coordinate. This means standard paths go
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to non-standard paths. In that case we always have to add 1 to the new frame
formula.
Proposition 3.7. Let a 6= x, b be objects with |a| = i + 1 = |x| = |b| + 2 and
K ⊂M(a¯, b¯). If K is a circle, then either
(1) K ⊂M(a, b), in which case fr(K) is the same as before.
(2) K = K ′ × {A} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case fr(K) = fr(K ′).
(3) K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals J1 ×
{A1}, . . . , Jk × {Ak} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)).
If K is an interval, then either
(4) the endpoints of K are of the form (C,A) ∈ M(c, b)×M(a, c), (C′, A′) ∈
M(c′, b)×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K is the result of gluing intervals
I1, . . . , Ik+1 ⊂M(a, b) with intervals J1×{A1}, . . . , Jk×{Ak} ⊂ M(x, b)×
M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)) + fr(Ik+1).
(5) the endpoints of K are of the form (C,A) ∈M(c, b)×M(a, c), (C′, D′, Ak)∈
M(c′, b)×M(x, c′)×M(a, y) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K is the result of gluing
intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals J1 × {A1}, . . . , Jk × {Ak} ⊂
M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k + εC′ + εD′ +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)).
(6) the endpoints of K are of the form (C,D,A1) ∈ M(c, b)×M(x, c)×M(a, y)
and (C′, D′, Ak+1) ∈ M(c
′, b) ×M(x, c′) ×M(a, y) with c, c′ 6= x. Then
K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals J1 ×
{A1}, . . . , Jk+1 × {Ak+1} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = 1 + k + εC′ + εD′ + εC + εD +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)) + fr(Jk+1).
Proof. Following the discussion above we only remark that if we glue an interval J
at one endpoint, then ε∗+εC = 1+εC′+εD′ . Also, the case where there is no gluing
corresponds to the last case with k = 0, noticing that 1 + εC′ + εD′ + εC + εD = 0,
leading to (7). 
4. Examples
4.1. The (3,4)-torus knot. In [JLS15, §6.1] we calculated a second Steenrod
square on the Z/2 Khovanov cohomology of the (3, 4)-torus knot
Sq2 : Kh2,11(T3,4;Z/2)→ Kh
4,11(T3,4;Z/2).
It followed that the Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy type in quantum degree 11 is
XKh11 (T3,4) ≃ Σ
−1
RP5/RP2.
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This calculation was done using the glued diagram expressing T3,4 as the pretzel
knot P (−2, 3, 3), and taking advantage of the small flow category thus available.
After this the flow category was reduced again to a flow category C with 19 objects
using upward- and downward-closed subcategories corresponding to contractible
spaces. The objects and 0-dimensional moduli spaces of C are depicted in Figure
18, with the 1-dimensional moduli spaces listed in Figure 19.
α4
α7
α6
α9
α5
α11
α14
α15
α16
α17
α20
α21
α22
α23
α25
α26
α27
α28
α30
p
p
+
m
p
p
p+m
p
p
p
p
p
p+m
m
p p
m
m
p
P +M
M
P
P
M
P
M
P
M
P
P
M
M
P
P
M
M
Figure 18. The flow category C .
The 0-dimensional moduli spaces are points where P or p indicates a positive fram-
ing, while M or m indicates a negative framing. For the 1-dimensional moduli
spaces a red 0 indicates the standard framing of the interval, while a red 1 indi-
cates the non-standard framing. These values were determined in [JLS15, §6.1].
Together with a choice of topological boundary matching, the Steenrod square can
be calculated from this data, as was done in [JLS15, §6.1].
We would like to see more directly that the space associated to C is Σ−1RP5/RP2.
The moduli spaces for C can be cancelled using a combination of handle cancellation
and the Whitney trick until there are no 0-dimensional moduli spaces left that are
either single points, or that contain two points with opposite sign. There are a
priori many ways to do this, but we shall proceed as follows.
Firstly, there are four 0-dimensional moduli spaces in C (see Figure 18) where the
Whitney trick can be applied. These areM(α25, α11),M(α16, α7),M(α16, α5) and
M(α17, α6) (and we shall cancel them in this order). By cancellingM(α25, α11), the
1-dimensional moduli spaces M(α25, α4) and M(α25, α7) both change. Originally,
M(α25, α4) is the interval
M(α25, α4) =
p · P
α11
p ·M
α110
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M(α25, α4) =
p · P
α11
p ·M
α11
M(α25, α5) =
p · P
α16
m · P
α16
M(α25, α7) =
p · P
α11
m · P
α16
p ·M
α11
p · P
α16
∪
M(α26, α6) =
p · P
α17
m · P
α17
M(α27, α5) =
p ·M
α16
p · P
α22
m ·M
α16
p ·M
α23
∪
M(α27, α7) =
p ·M
α14
m ·M
α16
p · P
α15
p ·M
α16
∪
M(α27, α9) =
m ·M
α14
p ·M
α23
p · P
α15
m · P
α22
∪
M(α28, α6) =
p ·M
α17
p · P
α20
m ·M
α17
p ·M
α21
∪
M(α28, α7) =
p · P
α14
p ·M
α15
M(α28, α9) =
m · P
α14
m ·M
α21
p ·M
α15
p · P
α20
∪
M(α30, α5) =
p · P
α22
p ·M
α23
M(α30, α6) =
p · P
α20
p ·M
α21
M(α30, α9) =
p · P
α20
p ·M
α23
m ·M
α21
m · P
α22
∪
0
0
0 1
0
0
0 1
0
0
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
Figure 19. 1-dimensional moduli spaces for C .
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After performing the Whitney trick, where x = α25 and y = α11, the two endpoints
of the interval are identified. The result is the circle
M(α¯25, α¯4) = 1
framed with a 1 using Proposition 3.4. Notice that a circle with a 1-framing in
a moduli space M(α, β) means that the attaching map of C(α) contains a wedge
summand which is attached to C(β) in a way homotopic to a constant map. As there
are no objects of higher degree, we can simply remove this circle from the moduli
space without changing the stable homotopy type of the framed flow category.
Similarly, two circles with a 0-framing in a moduli space can also be removed.
The moduli space M(α25, α7) originally consists of the two intervals
M(α25, α7) =
p · P
α11
m · P
α16
p ·M
α11
p · P
α16
∪
0 0
After performing the Whitney trick with x = α25 and y = α11, these two intervals
are glued together along the boundaries corresponding toM(α11, α7)×M(α25, α11).
The result is the single interval
M(α¯25, α¯7) =
m · P
α16
p · P
α161
which is framed with a 1 using Proposition 3.4.
After performing Whitney tricks in M(α16, α7), M(α16, α5) and M(α17, α6) the
following 1-dimensional moduli spaces have changed:
M(α25, α4) = ∅ M(α25, α5) = ∅
M(α25, α7) = ∅ M(α26, α6) = ∅
because we can remove circles with a 1-framing, and
M(α27, α5) =
p · P
α22
p ·M
α23
M(α27, α7) =
p ·M
α14
p · P
α15
M(α28, α6) =
p · P
α20
p ·M
α21
0
0
0
We now proceed by cancelling the one-point 0-dimensional moduli spaces using
handle cancellation. Recall that in Definition 2.9, moduli spaces M(a, b) in the
original category becomeM(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b)×
(
M(x, b)×M(a, y)
)
in the cancelled
category. So ifM(αi, αj) = ∗ denotes the pair being cancelled in C1, the first three
pairs can be cancelled in the following order, where M(αi, αl)×M(αk, αj) = ∅ so
M(α¯k, α¯l) =M(αk, αl) for each k, l /∈ {i, j} (see Definition 2.9):
(1) M(α11, α4) = p
(2) M(α25, α16) = P
(3) M(α26, α17) = P
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The flow category C1, obtained as a result of cancelling these three pairs via handle
cancellation, is depicted in Figure 20. Note that there have been no changes in the
α7
α6
α9
α5
α14
α15
α20
α21
α22
α23
α27
α28
α30
p
p
p
p
p
p
m
p
p
m
m
p
M
P
P
M
P
P
M
M
P
P
M
M
Figure 20. The flow category C1.
1-dimensional moduli spaces during these cancellations.
Continuing the process of cancellation further, let us now cancel the moduli space
M(α14, α7) = p using handle cancellation. The only 0-dimensional moduli space
that changes is
M(α¯15, α¯9) =M(α15, α9) ⊔
(
M(α14, α9)×M(α15, α7)
)
= p ⊔ p˜
where p˜ is used to distinguish the point from p. The resultant flow category C2
is depicted in Figure 21. Two 1-dimensional moduli spaces change as a result
of this cancellation, namely M(α27, α9) and M(α28, α9). The corresponding 1-
dimensional moduli spaces for C2 are:
M(α¯27, α¯9) =
p˜ · P
α15
p ·M
α23
p · P
α15
m · P
α22
∪
M(α¯28, α¯9) =
p˜ ·M
α15
m ·M
α21
p ·M
α15
p · P
α20
∪
0 0
1 0
The framings of these new moduli spaces are calculated using (2) of Proposition
3.6 where k = 1, ε∗ = εp = 0 and εB1 = εm = 1 for both moduli spaces.
Working in the flow category C2, we shall now cancel M(α20, α6) = p followed
by M(α30, α23) = M . Firstly, cancelling M(α20, α6) results in the change of one
0-dimensional moduli space, M(α21, α9), which becomes
M(α¯21, α¯9) =M(α21, α9) ⊔
(
M(α20, α9)×M(α21, α6)
)
= m ⊔ m˜.
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α6
α9
α5
α15
α20
α21
α22
α23
α27
α28
α30
p
p
p
p
p ⊔
p˜
p
m
m
p
P
M
P
P
M
M
P
P
M
M
Figure 21. The flow category C2.
Further, cancelling M(α30, α23) results in the change of two 0-dimensional moduli
spaces, M(α27, α22) and M(α27, α21), which become
M(α¯27, α¯22) =M(α27, α22) ⊔
(
M(α30, α22)×M(α27, α23)
)
= P ⊔M.
M(α¯27, α¯21) =M(α27, α21) ⊔
(
M(α30, α21)×M(α27, α23)
)
= ∅ ⊔ P = P.
The flow category C3 obtained as a result of these two cancellations is depicted
in Figure 22. The 1-dimensional moduli spaces of C3, obtained as alterations of
α9
α5
α15
α21
α22
α27
α28p
p ⊔ p˜
m ⊔ m˜
m
P
M
P
M
P ⊔
M
Figure 22. The flow category C3.
previous moduli spaces, are:
M(α27, α5) =
p · P
α22
p ·M
α22
M(α27, α9) =
p˜ · P
α15
m˜ · P
α21
p · P
α15
m · P
α22
m · P
α21
m ·M
α22
∪ ∪
1
0 0 0
M(α28, α9) =
p˜ ·M
α15
m ·M
α21
p ·M
α15
m˜ ·M
α21
∪
1 1
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where the framings are calculated using a combination of (2) from Proposition 3.6
(for the cancellation of M(α20, α6)) and (2) from Proposition 3.7 (for the cancel-
lation of M(α30, α23)).
Notice that there is now a moduli space which can be cancelled using the Whitney
trick again; namely, M(α27, α22) = {P ⊔M}. Two 1-dimensional moduli spaces
are changed as a result of this cancellation; they become:
M(α27, α5) = 0
M(α27, α9) =
p˜ · P
α15
m˜ · P
α21
p · P
α15
m · P
α21
∪
0 0
where the framings are calculated using Proposition 3.4.
SinceM(α, α5) = ∅ for all objects α different from α22, we can cancelM(α22, α5) =
p with no effect on the other moduli spaces. At the same time, let us cancel the
0-dimensional moduli space M(α27, α15) = P . The latter cancellation changes a
single 0-dimensional moduli space, which is now
M(α¯28, α¯21) =M(α28, α21) ⊔
(
M(α27, α21)×M(α28, α15)
)
=M ⊔ P
and the result is the flow category C4 depicted in Figure 23. We see that the single
α9 α21 α28
m ⊔ m˜ M ⊔ P
Figure 23. The flow category C4.
1-dimensional moduli space of C4 consists of two intervals:
M(α28, α9) =
m ·M
α21
m˜ · P
α21
m ·M
α21
m˜ · P
α21
∪
1 1
whose framings are calculated using (2) of Proposition 3.7.
The Whitney trick can be used on the moduli spaceM(α28, α21) = M⊔P , resulting
in the final flow category, CFin. The sole 1-dimensional moduli space which remains
is:
M(α28, α9) = 0
where the framing is calculated using Proposition 3.4.
Now |CFin| is a CW complex consisting of three cells and a basepoint. In fact CFin
is the simplest framed flow category giving rise to Σ−1RP5/RP2, as discussed in
Subsection 3.1. The Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy type is therefore determined
immediately as Σ−1RP5/RP2.
4.2. A pretzel link. Let us now consider the pretzel link P (−2, 2, 2). This is the
link with the smallest number of crossings whose Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy
type is not a wedge of Moore spaces. This link has an obvious matched diagram P
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shown in Figure 24, and its sl3-Khovanov-Rozansky cohomology in quantum degree
q = −6 is known to be non-trivial in cohomological degree 0 and 2 only, with these
groups being free abelian of rank 1 and 3 respectively. For example, one can look
at the calculations of Lewark [Lew13], but it will also follow from our computations
below.
Figure 24. The Pretzel link P (−2, 2, 2).
Due to our conventions, the sock-flow category S 3r requires r = (2,−2,−2). We
shall restrict our attention to the full sub-category of L 3(Pr) containing the objects
in quantum degree −6.
There is only one object ε1 of cohomological degree 4 in quantum degree −6 with
smoothing as in the upper left corner of Figure 25. We will refer to this smoothing
as smoothing 1. The label is x2⊗x2. In cohomological degree 3 we get four objects
δ1, . . . , δ4. Two objects using smoothing 1 with labels x
2 ⊗ x (for δ1) and x ⊗ x2
(for δ2) and one object each for smoothing 2 (say δ3) and 3 (say δ4), both with
label x2. We shall use the convention that outside circles are listed before inside
circles, a left circle is listed before a right circle, and a top circle is listed before a
bottom circle.
Figure 25. Possible smoothings for q = −6. We enumerate these
smoothings from 1 to 7 starting with the first row on the left,
ending in the second row on the right.
We can cancel ε1 with δ4, confirming the vanishing of H
4,−6
sl3
(P ). There are 14
objects γ1, . . . , γ14 of cohomological degree 2. Let us begin by listing three objects
that can be used to cancel the remaining objects of cohomological degree 3. Let
γ13 and γ14 be the objects with smoothing 4 and labels x
2 ⊗ 1 ⊗ x and 1⊗ x⊗ x2
respectively. Note thatM(δ1, γ13) andM(δ2, γ14) are a point each, andM(δ2, γ13)
is empty. We can therefore cancel the pairs (δ1, γ13) and (δ2, γ14). Also consider the
object γ12 with smoothing 5 which sits above object (2,−1,−1) in S 3(−2,2,2) and has
label x ⊗ x. The moduli space M(δ3, γ12) is unaffected by previous cancellations
and consists of a point. We can therefore cancel the pair (δ3, γ12).
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Before we list the remaining objects of cohomological degree 2, let us list the objects
of cohomological degree 0. Also note that there are no objects of lower cohomolog-
ical degree. There are five such objects α1, . . . , α5:
1⊗ 1 1⊗ 1 1⊗ 1 1⊗ 1 1⊗ 1
(2,−2,−2) (1,−2,−1) (1,−1,−2) (0, 0,−2) (0,−2, 0)
Note that the smoothing above position (0,−1,−1) only consists of one circle and
cannot be given quantum degree −6.
There are twelve objects of cohomological degree 1. Let β12 be the object above
position (0,−1, 0) with label x⊗1 and let β11 be the object above position (0, 0,−1)
with label 1⊗ x. Both objects have empty moduli space with any objects of coho-
mological degree 0. The remaining objects are β1, . . . , β10:
x⊗ 1 1⊗ x x⊗ 1 1⊗ x x⊗ 1
(2,−2,−1) (2,−2,−1) (2,−1,−2) (2,−1,−2) (1,−1,−1)
1⊗ x 1 1 x⊗ 1 1⊗ x
(1,−1,−1) (1, 0,−2) (1,−2, 0) (0, 0,−1) (0,−1, 0)
There are eight objects of cohomological degree 2 which have non-empty moduli
space with at least one object of cohomological degree 0. These are γ1, . . . , γ8:
x x2 ⊗ 1 1⊗ x2 x
(2,−2, 0) (2,−1,−1) (2,−1,−1) (2, 0,−2)
x x x⊗ 1⊗ x2 1⊗ x2 ⊗ x
(1,−1, 0) (1, 0,−1) (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)
The remaining objects γ9, γ10 and γ11 are above position (0, 0, 0) with labels x ⊗
x ⊗ x, x ⊗ x2 ⊗ 1 and x2 ⊗ x ⊗ 1 respectively. Now notice that M(γ10, β12) and
M(γ11, β11) are a point each, while M(γ10, β11) and M(γ11, β12) are both empty.
We can therefore cancel the pairs (γ10, β12) and (γ11, β11) without affecting any of
the remaining moduli spaces.
In particular, the object γ9 is completely isolated from the remaining objects and
therefore contributes an S2 wedge-summand to the stable homotopy type.
Let us denote the remaining flow category by L .
In Figure 26 we see the integral chain complex of L . This figure does not contain
all the information on 0-dimensional moduli spaces. The moduli spaces M(γ1, β8),
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M(γ4, β7), M(γ5, β8), M(γ6, β7), M(β9, α4) and M(γ10, α5) each contain two
points, framed with opposite signs.
α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
β7
β8
β9
β10
γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4
γ5
γ5
γ5
γ5
+
−
+
−
+
−
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
+
−
+
+
+
+
Figure 26. The integral chain complex of L .
We can remedy this by performing Whitney tricks. Let us begin by removing
M(γ1, β8). This affects M(γ1, α2) and M(γ1, α5). There are two intervals in
M(γ1, α2) and to determine the framing value, note that they correspond to the
2-cells P1×−2×P and M1×−2×P of the obstruction complex, compare Section
5.2 of [JLS15]. We can read off from Definition 5.8 of [JLS15] that both are framed
0. Note that we use a = (1,−2,−1), which is the position below α2 in the formula.
The two intervals are glued together, and since the point inM(β8, α2) is negatively
framed, we get from Proposition 3.4 that the resulting interval is framed 0.
The moduli space M(γ1, β8) is an interval corresponding to N˜0 × −2 × 0. The
framing is therefore 0 and the Whitney cancellation turns the interval into a circle
which gets framed 1 by Proposition 3.4 as M(β8, α5) is positively framed.
As in Section 4.1 circles framed 1 are treated as empty sets. So after the Whitney
trick we have
M(γ1, α2) =
++
β1
−+
β2
M(γ1, α5) = ∅
0
For convenience we denote elements of 0-dimensional moduli spaces by their sign.
They should still be treated as different points, and if there is more than one point
framed with a particular sign in a given moduli space, we shall distinguish them
more carefully.
Performing the Whitney tricks in M(γ5, β8), M(γ4, β7) and M(γ6, β7) affects the
following moduli spaces, and we shall only give the end result.
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M(γ5, α5) =
++
β10
−+
β10
M(γ5, α2) =
−+
β5
++
β6
M(γ4, α3) =
++
β3
−+
β4
M(γ4, α5) = ∅
M(γ6, α3) =
+−
β5
−−
β6
M(γ6, α4) =
++
β9
−+
β9
1 0
0
1 1
For the Whitney tricksM(β9, α4) andM(γ10, α5) we use Proposition 3.3 and obtain
M(γ6, α4) = ∅ M(γ7, α4) = 0
M(γ5, α5) = ∅ M(γ8, α5) = 0
We now cancel the pairs (β7, α4) and (β8, α5) which adds a circle toM(γ7, α3) and
to M(γ8, α2). Note that both were empty before.
Cancellation of (γ8, β10) and (γ7, β9) adds a circle to bothM(γ5, α2) andM(γ6, α3).
The resulting flow category L is indicated in Figure 27.
α1
α2
α3
β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4
γ5
γ6
+
−
+
−
+
−
−
+
+
−
+
−
+
+
+
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
+
−
Figure 27. The integral chain complex of L .
We now list the 1-dimensional moduli spaces of L . Identifying the intervals and
their boundary points is straightforward from Figure 27, but working out the fram-
ing is somewhat cumbersome.
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We therefore list the 2-cells in the obstruction complex for those intervals we have
not considered yet. This requires us to check both label and position of the objects.
M(γ1, α1) =
++
β1
−+
β2
at 2×−2×N0
M(γ1, α2) =
++
β1
−+
β2
from before
0
0
M(γ2, α1) =
++
β1
+−
β3
at 2×M−1 ×M−1
M(γ2, α2) =
++
β1
−+
β5
at P1 × P−1 ×−1
M(γ2, α3) =
+−
β3
++
β5
at P1 ×−1× P−1
M(γ3, α1) =
−−
β2
−+
β4
at 2×M−1 ×M−1
0
0
0
0
M(γ3, α2) =
−−
β2
+−
β6
at M1 ×M−1 ×−1
1
M(γ3, α3) =
−+
β4
−−
β6
at M1 ×−1×M−1
M(γ4, α1) =
++
β3
−+
β4
at 2×N0 ×−2
M(γ4, α3) =
++
β3
−+
β4
from before
M(γ5, α2) =
−+
β5
++
β6
0 at 1× P−1 × P∪
M(γ5, α3) =
++
β5
−+
β6
at 1×−1×N0
M(γ6, α2) =
−−
β5
+−
β6
at 1×N0 ×−1
0
0
0
0
0
1
M(γ6, α3) =
+−
β5
−−
β6
0 at 1× P × P−1∪
1
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Let us cancel (γ1, β1) and (γ6, β6). The resulting flow category is depicted in Figure
28.
α1
α2
α3
β2
β3
β4
β5
γ2
γ3
γ4
γ5
−
+
−
−
−
+
−
+
−˜
−
−
+
+
+
+
+˜
+−˜
Figure 28. New 0-dimensional moduli spaces are denoted with .˜
Notice that the circle component in M(γ6, α3) now appears in M(γ3, α3) and
M(γ5, α3). The new 1-dimensional moduli spaces are
M(γ2, α1) =
−−˜
β2
+−
β3
M(γ2, α2) =
−−˜
β2
−+
β5
M(γ3, α2) =
−−
β2
−+˜
β5
M(γ3, α3) =
−+
β4
++˜
β5
0∪
M(γ5, α2) =
−+
β5
−−˜
β5
0∪
M(γ5, α3) =
++
β5
+−˜
β5
0∪
0 0
1 1
0
1
A Whitney cancellation in M(γ5, β5) leads to both M(γ5, α2) and M(γ5, α3) con-
sisting of two circles framed 0. As these circles cancel each other, the cell cor-
responding to γ5 is isolated from the rest of the stable homotopy type. So γ5
produces another S2 wedge-summand in the stable homotopy type. We will now
only consider the remaining flow category.
Let us cancel the pair (γ4, β4). This leads to a new morphism −ˆ in M(γ3, β3) and
the affected 1-dimensional moduli spaces are
M(γ3, α1) =
−−
β2
+−ˆ
β3
M(γ3, α3) =
+−ˆ
β3
++˜
β5
0∪
1 1
If we follow on with the cancellation of (β2, α2), the resulting flow category looks
as in Figure 29, with 1-dimensional moduli spaces given by
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α1
α3
β3
β5
γ2
γ3
+
+ˆ
+
+
−
−ˆ
+
+˜
Figure 29. After cancellation of (γ4, β4) and (β2, α2).
M(γ2, α1) =
+−
β3
+ˆ+
β5
M(γ2, α3) =
+−
β3
++
β5
M(γ3, α1) =
+−ˆ
β3
+ˆ+˜
β5
M(γ3, α3) =
+−ˆ
β3
++˜
β5
0∪
0 0
1 1
Cancelling (β3, α1) gives
M(γ2, α3) =
++
β5
−+
β5
M(γ3, α3) =
++
β5
−+
β5
0∪
1 1
and a Whitney cancellation in M(β5, α3) turns the intervals into circles framed 1.
So cancellation of (γ2, β5) leaves us with two objects γ3 and α3, and
M(γ3, α3) = 0
This gives rise to the CP2 wedge-summand, as discussed in Subsection 3.1. In total
we get
X 3−6(P ) ≃ S
2 ∨ S2 ∨ Σ−2CP2.
4.3. The disjoint union of two trefoils. Let us consider the disjoint union of
two (right-handed) trefoils, denoted L.
Figure 30. The disjoint union of two trefoil knots.
The Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy type of this link is easily derived from that
of the trefoil using [LLS15, Thm.1]. Also, the stable homotopy type of the trefoil
T is just a wedge of Moore spaces determined by the Khovanov cohomology, but it
is also easily derived from the diagram using one elementary tangle of index 3 and
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[JLS15, Thm.1.2]. In fact, the sock flow category is
+
←−
+−
←−
++
←−
0 1 2 3
In quantum degree q = 7 we only get two objects, the circle above 2 with a + label
and the circle above 3 with a − label, and 2 positively framed points between them.
In particular,
XKh7 (T ) ≃M(Z/2, 2).
By [LLS15, Thm.1] XKh14 (L) contains M(Z/2, 2)∧M(Z/2, 2) as a wedge summand,
an elementary Chang complex (see [Bau95, §11]) and not decomposable into Moore
spaces. Nevertheless, let us consider the flow category L Kh14 (L(3,3)). There are in
fact only 10 objects, and the objects based at (1, 3) and (3, 1) can be cancelled
with the objects based at (0, 3) and (3, 0). The remaining 6 objects are depicted in
Figure 31.
− −
(3, 3)
− +
(2, 3)
+ −
(2, 3)
+ −
(3, 2)
− +
(3, 2)
+ +
(2, 2)
++ −−
++ ++
Figure 31. The flow category L Kh14 (L(3,3)) after the cancellation
of 4 objects.
Notice that the outside objects in the middle row are isolated from all other objects.
This means they contribute two copies of S5 to the stable homotopy type. To
describe the 1-dimensional moduli spaces, let us introduce more notation. We call
the top object γ, the bottom object α the middle objects β1 and β2 where β1 is
based at (2, 3) while β2 is based at (3, 2). Write
M(γ, β1) = {P0, P1} M(γ, β2) = {P˜0, P˜1}
M(β1, α) = {p0, p1} M(β2, α) = {p˜0, p˜1}.
Following [JLS15, §5.2], we get four intervals in M(γ, α) as follows:
p0 P0
β1
p˜0 P˜0
β2
p0 P1
β1
p˜1 P˜0
β2
p1 P0
β1
p˜0 P˜1
β2
p1 P1
β1
p˜1 P˜1
β2
Since α is based at (2, 2) and all four intervals correspond to a (P, P )-cell in the
obstruction complex (see [JLS15, §5.2]), all intervals are framed 0. We cannot
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perform a Whitney trick or a handle cancellation directly, but consider the flow
category C depicted in Figure 32.
γ τ
β1 β2 σ
α
P
0
P
1
P˜
0 P˜
1
−
+
+
p
0 p
1
p˜
0
p˜
1
Figure 32. The flow category C .
The moduli space M(γ, α) is as in L Kh14 (L(3,3)), and M(τ, α) is given by two
intervals
M(τ, α) =
p0−
β1
p˜1+
β2
p1−
β1
p˜0+
β2
∪
ε2ε1
for some ε1, ε2 ∈ Z/2.
If we cancel the pair τ, σ we obtain the relevant part of the flow category L Kh14 (L).
But if we cancel the pair τ, β2 we get the flow category C given in Figure 33.
γ¯
β¯1 σ¯
α¯
P0
P1
M0
M1
Pˆ
0 Pˆ
1
p
0 p
1
Figure 33. The flow category C .
We denote the new points in M(γ¯, β¯1) by M0 = (−, P˜0) and M1 = (−, P˜1), and
both are framed negatively. Using Proposition 3.7(5) we get that M(γ¯, α¯) still
consists of 4 intervals given by
p0 P0
β1
p1M0
β1ε2
p0 P1
β1
p0M0
β1ε1
p1 P0
β1
p1M1
β1ε2
p1 P1
β1
p0M1
β1ε1
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After performing the Whitney trick with P0,M0 and using Proposition 3.4 the
1-dimensional moduli space changes to
p0 P1
β1
p0 p1 p1M1
β1
p1 P1
β1
p0M1
β1ε2 + ε1 + ε2 ε1
and after the Whitney trick with P1,M1 we get a circle with label ε1+ε2+ε1+ε2 = 0
inM(γ¯, α¯). So the cell of γ is attached to the cell of α in a non-trivial way, leading
to
XKh14 (L) ≃ Σ
2(RP2 ∧RP2) ∨ S5 ∨ S5.
Remark 4.1. It is possible to get more directly from L Kh14 (L(3,3)) to the last flow
category using a handle slide. In particular, we would not have to increase the
number of objects to identify the flow category as a standard Chang complex in the
sense of [Bau95, §11]. We shall give the construction of a handle slide on a framed
flow category in an upcoming paper.
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